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Abstract: 

Oxygen redox at high-voltage has emerged as a transformative paradigm for high-energy battery

cathodes  by  offering  extra  capacity  beyond  conventional  transition-metal  redox.  However,  it

suffers from voltage hysteresis, voltage fade, and capacity drop upon cycling. Here, we show that,

by eliminating the domain boundaries in the often-considered single-crystalline battery particles,

layered oxide cathodes demonstrate exceptional capacity and voltage stability during high-voltage

operation.  Our  combined  experimental  and  theory  studies  for  the  first  time  reveal  that  the

elimination  of  domain  boundaries  could  enhance  the  reversible  lattice  oxygen  redox  while

inhibiting  the  irreversible  oxygen  release,  leading  to  significantly  suppressed  structural

degradation and improved mechanical integrity during battery cycling and abuse heating. The

robust oxygen redox enabled through domain boundary control provides practical opportunities

towards high-energy, long-cycling, and safe batteries.



Main

High-energy  batteries  rely  on  high-capacity  and  high-voltage  operation  of  the  cathodes.

Fundamentally,  the  capacity  of  a  transition  metal  oxide-based cathode  is  determined  by the

amount of active Li, while the voltage is defined by the redox reactions affected by structural

configurations1. This has led to two associated trends in recent cathode development: Li-excess

compounds due to the large amount of Li (capacity) and oxygen redox (OR) at high-voltage2-6.

However, intensive studies have shown that OR activities can trigger detrimental structural effects

such  as  oxygen  release,  surface  reactions,  and  phase  transition,  leading  to  severe  voltage

hysteresis,  voltage  fade,  and  poor  capacity  stability3,5.  Despite extensive  mechanistic

understanding3,5 and material  optimization such as  structural  control7-9,  chemical  composition

manipulation10,  and  cationic/anionic  doping11-13,  the  fundamental  origin of  the  OR instability

remains under active debate, and the practical control of high-voltage operation involving OR

remains a formidable challenge. The key relies on a strategy that enhances the reversible OR in

the lattice, while suppressing or even eliminating other detrimental oxygen activities. 

Theoretical studies suggest that the surface could favour the migration of oxygen ions and

promote  the  formation  of  oxygen  vacancies  due  to  the  open atomic  structure14-16.  Therefore,

surface-initiated irreversible oxygen loss and the associated structural transformation have long

been considered as the root cause of the capacity decay and voltage fade of Li-excess layered

cathodes when activating the OR process16-18. However, surface coatings to mitigate the oxygen

loss have proven insufficient to achieve a fully reversible OR5,18,19. 

Grain boundaries (GBs), the surface that separates individual grains from each other, play a

vital role in materials’ properties. In layered oxide cathodes, the GBs have been predominantly



referred to the boundaries between primary particles of polycrystalline cathodes, while the so-

called  single-crystalline cathodes are free of these GBs and  could thus overcome the cracking

problem of polycrystalline cathodes during cycling within mild voltage range20-23. However, the

reported  “single-crystalline”  cathode  even  with  surface  modification22-30 still  undergo  visible

capacity fading and voltage decay during high-voltage charge (e.g. ≥ 4.6 volts versus Li/Li+) that

will trigger OR31,32, indicating that neither surface nor GBs is the origin of the OR instability.

Recent  studies  have  found that  the  often-considered  “single-crystal”  cathode  grains,  such  as

micro-crystalline LiCoO2 and primary particles of polycrystalline NCM cathodes contain various

types of sub grain boundaries (i.e. domain boundaries, denoted as DBs) such as low-angle tilt

boundaries33, twin boundaries34, anti-phase boundaries35 and etc. To date, the correlation between

DBs and oxygen redox activity remain elusive, and the practical performance tuning through DBs

engineering is lacking. 

In  this  work,  we  provide  a  comparative  study  on  four  LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 cathodes

deliberately  synthesized  to  be  DBs-free  (denoted  as  BF-NCM)  and,  for  comparison,  a  lab-

synthesized  single-crystalline  cathode  with  increased  internal  DBs  (denoted  as  N-NCM),  a

commercial single-crystalline cathode with increased internal DBs (denoted as C-NCM), and a

DBs-rich LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (denoted as  BR-NCM) cathode with a surface coating. Through a

series of spectroscopic, structural, and theoretical studies, we show that compared to the other

three NCM cathodes with increased DBs, the DBs-free material (BF-NCM) displays an enhanced

and reversible lattice OR at high voltages over a hundred cycles, but with the oxygen release

eliminated. Therefore, BF-NCM cathode demonstrates exceptional capacity and voltage stability

as well as negligible voltage hysteresis during high-voltage cycling.



Structures of the cathode materials

The morphologies of four NCM cathodes are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, which reveals

that BF-NCM, N-NCM and C-NCM cathodes exhibit similar “single-crystal” morphology, while

BR-NCM  presents  typical  structural  features  of  polycrystalline  cathodes.  Synchrotron  high

resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) (Supplementary Figs. 2A-2D) and the Rietveld refinement

(Supplementary Tables 1-4) revealed that the all the cathodes exhibit a well-ordered hexagonal α-

NaFeO2 structure and similar Li/Ni mixing with no other impurity peaks. However, compared to

the other three cathodes, BF-NCM shows smallest (003) peak broadening (Supplementary Fig.

2E)  and  microstrain  (Supplementary  Fig.  2F),  which  should  be  resulting  from their  distinct

internal  DBs  structures.  The  high-angle  annular  dark-field  scanning  transmission  electron

microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image (Fig.  1A) and the corresponding elemental mapping (Fig.

1B) of BF-NCM indicate a  uniform distribution of Ni,  Co, Mn, and O.  Moreover,  the high-

resolution HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 1C) and 4D-STEM nanobeam diffraction image (Fig. 1D)

reveal the BF-NCM particle to be a single crystal without the presence of internal DBs. As a

comparison, C-NCM exhibits significantly increased internal DBs although it shares similar outer

morphology as BF-NCM (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Synchrotron Laue diffraction microscopy, which can determine the crystal orientation and

strain/stress  of  crystalline  materials  (Supplementary  Fig. 4),  was  employed  to  examine  the

crystallographic  defects  within  BF-NCM,  C-NCM  and  N-NCM  particles.  As  shown  in  the

crystallographic orientation map (Figs. 1E and 1F) and the lattice strain results (Supplementary

Fig. 5), both two measured BF-NCM particles show very low degree (< 0.5o) of misorientation

and strain variation (< 0.04%) throughout the particle, confirming the BF-NCM to be free of



DBs. By contrast, C-NCM particle (Fig.  1G) exhibits relatively large degree of misorientation

(10o), while N-NCM particle (Fig.  1H) contains high density of adjunct subdomains with small

degree of misorientation (~ 0.8o). In the case of BR-NCM, we found that it contains a surface Cr-

enrichment structure to mitigate the effect of surface-induced degradation (Supplementary Fig.

6A).  However,  Supplementary  Figs.  6B-6F clearly  show  that  the  primary  particles  are

polycrystalline rather than the often-considered single crystals as often claimed. These structural

features result in a poor structural stability of BR-NCM compared to BF-NCM (Supplementary

Fig. 7).

Electrochemical performance of the cathode materials

These  NCM cathodes  were  charging  to  a  very  high  cut-off voltage  of  4.7  V vs.  Li/Li+,

corresponding to ~ 80% state of charge (SoC), in which 100% SOC is defined as extracting all

the lithium to attain 274 mAh/g. Note that the OR activity is critical for determining the high-

voltage performance of layered cathode materials17,32. As shown in Fig.  2A, BF-NCM cathode

without DBs exhibited the best cycle stability amongst these four cathodes. It delivered a high

initial specific capacity of 242.1 mAh/g on charge and 220.8 mAh/g on discharge (91% initial

Coulombic efficiency) at C/3 rate (1C= 200 mA/g). After 100 cycles, a capacity retention as high

as 97% was attained. By contrast, both N-NCM and C-NCM cathodes that possess increased DBs

exhibited continuous capacity fading, with 60% and 83% capacity retention after 100 cycles,

respectively.  While the initial capacity of BR-NCM was slightly higher (249.5 mAh/g on charge

and  227 mAh/g  on discharge)  than  BF-NCM due to  its  smaller  primary  particle  size36,  the

capacity retention was much lower, at 88% after 100 cycles. These results have shown that the

elimination of DBs is essential  in improving cycling stability of NCM cathodes during high-



voltage operation.  In addition,  although surface doping can help to  improve the high voltage

cycling stability to some extent37, it cannot prevent the structural degradation in the internal DBs

(Supplementary  Fig.  8).  The  comparison  on  the  voltage  stability  shows  that  BF-NCM

significantly mitigated the voltage hysteresis and voltage fade during aggressive cycling (Figs. 2B

and 2C), indicating much less structural transformation during the OR. By contrast, N-NCM, C-

NCM and BR-NCM cathodes all exhibit severe voltage decay with shifted capacity contribution

from lower-voltage range (e.g., ≤ 3.6 V) (Figs.  2D-2F). The DBs-free BF-NCM cathode also

outperformed the reported “single-crystal” NCM cathodes22-30, which undergo obvious capacity

degradation and intragranular cracking once charging to high voltage (Supplementary Table 5).

This difference should be related to the inherently different DBs structures since they are both

free of GBs. The reversible OR during high-voltage cycling of DBs-free NCM cathodes could

enable  ~30%  energy  density  gain  (higher  specific  capacity  and  average  working  voltage)

compared  to  conventional  NCM  cathodes  based  on  transition  metal  (TM)  redox  only

(Supplementary Table 6). Such cathode innovation with robust TM cationic and oxygen anionic

redox through DBs control is very encouraging because it leads to high energy density with no

voltage hysteresis and voltage fade during cycling. 

Characterization of cathodes during cycling or heating

To directly  characterize the critical  oxygen activities  during high-voltage charge of  NCM

cathodes, we employed the oxygen K-edge ultrahigh-efficiency mapping of resonant inelastic X-

ray  scattering  (mRXIS) technique with  a  probing depth  of  100-200 nm.  This  technique can

distinguish the intrinsic oxidized oxygen signals from strong transition metal characters that are

entangled together in the O-K absorption spectroscopy38, thus fingerprinting the OR activities in



both Li-excess and conventional as well as Na-deficient layered cathodes5,7,13,31,38,39. Technically,

two associated mRIXS features represent the lattice oxidized oxygen: one at around 523.7 eV

emission and 531 eV excitation energies5,13,38, and the other at a low energy loss feature close to

the elastic scattering around 531 eV excitation energy40. These features behave in the same way

and are characteristic of the intrinsically oxidized oxygen states41. The intensity variation of these

features provides a reliable evaluation of the OR upon electrochemical cycling39.  Figs.  3A-3C

show the O K-edge mRIXS of BF-NCM electrode at different charge/discharge states. As evident

in Fig. 3A, the vertically extended broad features around 525 eV emission energy correspond to

TM-O hybridization with TM 3d (below 535 eV excitation energy) and TM 4s4p (above 535 eV

excitation energy). After charging to 4.8 V, this hybridization feature remains strong and further

broadened  due  to  the  increased  TM-O  hybridization  in  the  highly  oxidized  states.  More

importantly, the feature of lattice oxidized oxygen emerges around 531 eV excitation and 523.7

eV emission energies (red arrow in Fig. 3B), with an enhanced low energy loss feature close to

the elastic line around the same excitation energy. When the electrode is discharged to 2.7 V, the

features disappear,  indicating a reversible OR in the BF-NCM cathode. Strikingly, the strong

signal for lattice oxidized oxygen was well maintained and enhanced after 100 cycles (Fig. 3C).

More importantly, this oxygen redox signature disappeared again at the 2.7 V discharged state of

the 100th cycle, indicating that the oxygen redox is reversible over extended cycles of BF-NCM

cathode (Supplementary Fig.  9).  Although reversible  OR reactions  have been found in some

cathode compounds for hundreds of cycles39,  the reaction always decays, as evidenced by the

mRIXS feature decay upon cycling. This is the first time that clear signatures of enhanced OR

have been found through extended cycles, directly implying the critical role of DBs in regulating

the lattice OR in high-voltage battery cathodes. 



For a direct comparison, the O K-edge mRIXS of the standard C-NCM cathode (Fig.  3D)

shows the signature of the lattice oxidized oxygen when charging to 4.8 V, then disappears when

discharged to 2.7 V, indicating a similar OR behavior to that of BF-NCM cathode during the

initial cycle. However, after only 50 cycles, the intensity of the oxidized oxygen signal decreases

significantly  after  the  repeated  charge/discharge  process,  indicating  a  fast  decay  of  the  OR

reactions in contrast with that of BF-NCM. 

For a detailed analysis, the integrated mRIXS intensity within the characteristic excitation

energy window of 530.6 to 531.8 eV at different electrochemical states is plotted for BF-NCM

and C-NCM cathodes. The characteristic signals of lattice OR start to emerge after 4.55 V, and

get further enhanced at 4.8 V. Again,  the intensity of lattice OR in the case of BF-NCM is

enhanced after cycling (Fig.  3E). In sharp contrast, a clear decline on the OR intensity during

cycling of C-NCM cathode was found (Fig. 3F). 

In the case of BR-NCM with surface Cr-enrichment, the intensity of the OR feature at the 1 st

4.8V-charge  state  is  much  weaker  (Supplementary  Fig.  10),  indicating  a  limited  lattice  OR

activity in the BR-NCM cathode. After 100 cycles, a finite amount of OR feature could be seen.

The  slight  enhancement  of  the  OR  feature  upon  cycling  should  be  due  to  the  surface  Cr-

enrichment on the BR-NCM particles. Surface modification indeed helps in sustaining the lattice

OR  to  some  extent,  as  expected  before  and  revealed  here  [Citations  needed  here?].  It  is

important  to  note  that,  for  Li-ion  battery  cathodes,  only  Li-rich  electrodes  have  been  found

previously to have strong OR reactions over hundreds of cycles [Cite Gent et al., Nat Comm 8,

2091, 2017  10.1038/s41467-017-02041-x  here if possible]; however, recent clarifications have

suggested that the Li-rich configuration itself is also the culprit of of irreversible and detrimental



oxygen oxidation [Cite Zhuo et al.,  Joule 5, 975, 2021, doi  10.1016/j.joule.2021.02.004 here if

possible], but conventional NCM cathode materials themselves display only a fast decay of the

OR32.  Therefore, the finding here on the reversible OR over a hundred cycles in conventional

cathode is nontrivial and suggests the critical effect of boundary controls towards to sustain the

lattice OR upon extended cycles over other methods. 

In-situ  differential  electrochemical  mass  spectroscopy  (DEMS)  characterization

(Supplementary Fig. 11) revealed that no oxygen release was observed for the BF-NCM cathode,

whereas BR-NCM cathode undergoes an obvious oxygen release starting at 4.55 V. In many OR

systems, the activated oxygen typically leads to the emergence of both oxygen release and lattice

oxygen redox42.  In  sharp contrast,  BF-NCM that  is  free of DBs display exactly  the opposite

behaviour, i.e., enhanced lattice oxygen redox reactions (Fig.  3) but suppressed oxygen release.

The DEMS results  clearly suggest that DBs control could bypass the detrimental part  of the

oxygen  activities  on  the  irreversible  reactions.  Other  than  practical  optimization,  this  also

indicates  that  the  reaction  mechanism  of  these  two  kinds  of  oxygen  activities  may  be

fundamentally different13,42, and thus could be controlled separately through DBs tailoring.

The contrast  on the oxygen release amongst  different  cathodes  was further  confirmed by

synchrotron X-ray absorption of TM K-edge spectra at different SoC (Supplementary Fig.  12A

and 12B). As shown, both Ni and Co undergo an obvious edge shift towards lower energy when

further  charging the  BR-NCM cathode  from 4.55 V to  4.8  V,  corresponding to  the  valence

decrease of Ni and Co at high-voltage (Supplementary Figs.  13A-13D). Similar results can be

found in the case of C-NCM cathode during charging from 4.55 V to 4.80 V (Supplementary Fig.

14). The observed O2 release by DEMS is one of the critical  reasons, which could cause the



reduction of Ni and Co due to charge balance. Similar phenomena of O2 release-induced TM

reduction were also observed during repeated cycling of Li-rich cathode17 [If you cite the 2021

Joule doi 10.1016/j.joule.2021.02.004 above, you may cite it here. It’s the extreme case of Li-rich

showing that system does not work, so conventional compounds is the way to go and to optimize],

and during heating of delithiated NCM cathodes43. Meanwhile, other undesired processes such as

proton insertion44 and formation of rock-salt phase (e.g., NiO) with lower valence state could also

lead to valence decrease of TM. In comparison, no visible edge shift (Supplementary Fig.  12C

and 12D) and no TM valence reduction (Supplementary Figs. 13E-13H) can be observed in the

case of the BF-NCM cathode, indicating significantly less structural deformation.

In-situ high-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) was further used to investigate the bulk phase

transformation  of  NCM  cathodes  during  charge/discharge.  Overall,  BF-NCM  demonstrates

suppressed structural transformation in comparison with BR-NCM, in particular,  at  the high-

voltage region (Figs. 4A and 4B). The (105) peak shifts to a higher angle during extraction of Li+

due to the TM oxidation, resulting in the contraction of the TM-O bond and decrease of the  a

lattice parameter (Supplementary Fig.  15). The (003) peak shifts to lower angle in low-voltage

regions  during  delithiation.  The  repulsion  between  adjacent  oxygen  planes  increases  during

charge and leads to an increase of the c lattice parameter and shift of (003) peak. Starting at 4.3

V, the (003) peak shifts back to higher angles and indicates a contraction of the c parameter at

high SoC. The underlying mechanism for  such contraction during deep charge remain under

active  debate,  either due  to  ‘lattice  collapse’  phenomenon45,46 or  appearance  of  “two-phase”

processes at high SoC of layered cathode47.

The participation  of  oxygen oxidation  at  high  SoC of  layered  cathodes,  as  confirmed by



mRIXS  characterization  in  this  work,  may  explain  these  phenomena,  which  can  cause  the

dissipation  of  the effective charge on oxygen and hence gradual  contraction between oxygen

planes. If the oxygen atoms are transferred into an oxygen singlet, oxygen vacancies, or other

oxygen-depletion structures, the effective repulsion force between oxygen planes will decline and

lead to the severe contraction of the layered structure along with decrease of TM valence state

(Supplementary Figs. 13A-13D) and increase of a parameter during deep charge (Supplementary

Fig. 15A). As shown in Figs. 4C and 4D, the layer structure of BF-NCM was still well maintained

even when charging to 4.7 V, while substantial peak broadening and an asymmetry peak feature

occurred at high SoC of BR-NCM, indicating the presence of multiple phases. High-resolution X-

ray  diffraction  (HRXRD)  detected  a  trace  amount  of  crystallite  phases,  and  the  Rietveld

refinement (Supplementary Fig.  16 and Supplementary Table 7) revealed that no new phases

were formed in the BF-NCM after triggering the OR. In contrast, spinel-like peaks were detected

in  the  BR-NCM  after  charging  to  4.8  V  (Supplementary  Figs.  17  and  18).  The  Rietveld

refinement  (Supplementary  Table  8)  clearly showed that  about  3.5 mol% of  the TM cations

migrated from octahedral sites to interstitial tetrahedral sites and formed a spinel-like phase in the

BR-NCM.

These  results  were  further  elaborated  by  probing  the  structural  transformation  and  gas

evolution of charged cathodes during abuse heating, which undergo similar structural response as

that  during  normal  charge/discharge,  but  at  a  much  faster  speed17.  Figs.  4E-4G  and

Supplementary Fig.  19 show that  the charged BR-NCM, BF-NCM and C-NCM cathodes  all

exhibited typical phase transformation of charged layered cathodes during heating: from layered

structure (R-3m) to spinel structure (Fd3m) to rock-salt (Fm-3m)43. The critical temperature for



maximal oxygen release for charged BR-NCM, C-NCM and BF-NCM cathode are 292 oC, 361

oC,  and  412  oC,  respectively.  The  results  indicated  that  DBs-free  BF-NCM present  the  best

oxygen  stability  during  abuse  heating.  In  addition,  charged  BF-NCM  exhibited  a  higher

temperature (253oC) for the shift of the (003) peak than that of the charged BR-NCM (231oC),

indicating that charged BF-NCM can better constrain TM ions in the 3a octahedra sites and

hence  suppress  their  migration  (Supplementary  Fig.  20).  As  confirmed  by  the  Arrhenius

method48, the oxygen release kinetic barrier of charged BF-NCM is > 3 times higher than that of

charged BR-NCM (Supplementary Fig. 21).

The structure stability was further  examined by comparing the lattice reversibility during

heating/cooling (Fig. 4H). Irreversible TM migration in charged BR-NCM occurred beyond 190

oC, leading to irreversible phase transition after cooling and increase of microstrain and further

microcracking  (Supplementary  Figs.  22A-22D,  and  Supplementary  Fig. 23),  which,  in  turn,

aggravate oxygen release and structural degradation. By contrast, the charged BF-NCM cathode

showed  excellent  lattice  reversibility,  leading  to  no  permanent  lattice  oxygen  loss,  no  TM

migration, and thus better structural integrity (Supplementary Figs. 22E-22H, and Supplementary

Fig. 24).  Therefore,  charged BF-NCM exhibited  less  transition metal  reduction  upon heating

(Supplementary Figs. 25 and 26). These results have confirmed the robust oxygen-loss tolerance

of charged BF-NCM. This led to its improved safety performance compared with the BR-NCM

cathode in practical pouch cells (Supplementary Fig. 27). 

DFT simulation on oxygen stability and domain boundaries

The  OR  behaviour  of  layered  cathodes  with  distinct  DBs  structures  is  illustrated

schematically in Figs. 5A and 5B. Upon activation of oxygen oxidation at high SoC, the existence



of  high-density  DBs  could  facilitate  the  formation  and  migration  of  oxygen  ions/vacancies,

thereby promoting irreversible oxygen loss. Indeed, fast ion migration kinetics at the boundaries

is  known for many other  energy-related materials49,50.  Thus,  non-lattice OR dominates in  the

DBs-rich cathodes during high-voltage charge.

This hypothesis was supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations (see Methods

section  for  details)  on  the  tilt  boundary  structural  models,  which  include  fully  lithiated

(Li3NiCoMnO6)  and  partially  delithiated  (Li0.375NiCoMnO6),  obtained  from  HAADF-STEM

image33.  We performed structural relaxation of the two initial DBs structures and found that,

upon relaxation, one-dimensional (1D) channels of TM vacancies are formed along the plane of

the DBs in the fully lithiated structure (Fig.  5C). Whereas the oxygen atoms at the DBs of the

delithiated  structure  possess  dangling  bonds  (Fig.  5D).  We  further  consider  twin  boundary

structural models, both fully lithiated (Li3NiCoMnO6) and partially delithiated (Li0.357NiCoMnO6)

(Figs.  5F and  5G)  to  understand  the  OR behaviour  in  a  DB structure  with  relatively  well-

coordinated oxygen atoms at the DB interface region. 

The  oxygen  atoms  at  the  domain  boundaries  (DBs)  show differences  in  oxygen  vacancy

formation free energies related to their local bonding environment. To map the free energies and

local environments of different oxygen sites near the interface region, we divide them into four

sets S1, S2, S3 and S4 along the b-lattice vector. Within each set, the oxygen atoms are shown in

different colours (red, orange, green, cyan, brown, magenta). The local environment of different

oxygen atoms can be observed in the structural models (Figs. 5C, D, F, G, Supplementary Figs.

28 and 29) with corresponding vacancy free energy (circles) and net charge (triangles) are shown

in Fig. 5E and Fig. 5H respectively with the same colour within different sets. Within each set, the



solid  markers  correspond to  fully  lithiated  DBs whereas  empty  filled  markers  correspond to

partially delithiated DBs. The red (~ 2.1 eV) and blue (~ 0.04 eV) dotted lines correspond to the

oxygen atoms in the bulk supercells, and the filled and empty circles correspond to those at the

DBs of fully lithiated and partially delithiated structures, respectively. 

We notice that the vacancy formation free energies for the fully lithiated structures are higher

than those of the partially delithiated structures and are strongly correlated to the net charge on

the respective oxygen atoms. The more negative the net charge on oxygen sites, the more stable it

is (i.e., the higher vacancy formation free energy). At high SoC conditions (partially delithiated

DBs), along with increased configurational entropy, the net charge on oxygen atoms becomes less

negative (see the empty triangles) due to weakened TM-O bonds, indicating that these oxygen

atoms are oxidized during charge. This lowers the vacancy formation free energy (see the empty

circles) during charge. While the above analysis concerns only the thermodynamics of oxygen

evolution and does not tackle the kinetics, the presence of open 1D channels along the DB plane

also suggests a lower barrier for diffusion of oxygen atoms along the DBs compared to that in the

bulk.

We observe similar trends in both tilt and twin boundary DBs corresponding to free energies

of vacancy formation and net charge. The bonding environment for different oxygen sites in the

fully lithiated twin DB structure is more homogeneous compared to that in the high-angle DBs,

leading  to  higher  oxygen  vacancy  formation  energy  for  different  oxygen  sites.  Whereas  the

oxygen  sites  in  the  partially  delithiated  twin  DB have  different  local  bonding  environments.

Particularly,  the  oxygen  vacancy  formation  energies  became  negative,  indicating  the

thermodynamically unstable nature of oxygen atoms even at the twin boundary. The results from



both  tilt  and  twin  DBs,  containing  very  diverse  coordination  environments,  suggest  that  the

stability of oxygen at the DBs corresponds to the local coordination and net charge of the oxygen

atoms. While it is not possible to model all possible boundaries, the results suggest a general

observation that under-coordinated oxygen atoms at DBs become unstable, particularly at high

SoC conditions.

Conclusion

In summary, our observation of robust and even enhanced oxygen redox in the DBs-free

layered cathodes during prolonged cycling supports the critical role of DBs in modulating the

oxygen  redox  behaviour.  This  enables  the  selective  enhancement  of  the  lattice  OR  while

suppresses  the  oxygen  release,  achieving the  oxygen activity  control  for  high-voltage  battery

cathodes  over  a  hundred  of  cycles  in  conventional  materials.  This  intriguing  finding  can

significantly increase the energy density of state-of-the-art battery cathode technology without

sacrificing the cycle life, energy efficiency, and safety performance, as directly demonstrated in

this work. Open questions remain on the fundamental mechanism of the much improved OR

sustainability, and this work will trigger tremendous interest in both fundamental understanding

and  practical  optimization  through  tailoring  the  DBs  structure  in  cathodes  from  synthesis

strategies and boundary engineering.

Methods

Materials. BF-NCM and BR-NCM cathodes were both provided by Beijing Easpring Material

Technology  Ltd.,  Beijing,  China,  while  C-NCM  was  a  commercial  single-crystal  cathode

purchased from another vendor. Typically, Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2(OH)2 precursor was synthesized by a

co-precipitation  method  using  50  L  reactor  set  at  55  oC.  The  transition  sulfate  solution



(Ni:Co:Mn=0.6:0.2:0.2 in molar ratio, 2 mol/L), 10M NaOH and 5 mol/L NH3·H2O were fed into

the  tank,  respectively.  The  pH value  was  control  at  11.6  during  co-precipitation  process  by

adjusting NaOH feeding rate. The synthesized Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2(OH)2 precursor was obtained by

filtering and washing with DI water and drying at 105 oC for 8 hours.

BF-NCM:  The  hydroxide  Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2(OH)2 precursor  and  lithium oxide  (LiOH·H2O)  was

mixed at 1:1.08 molar ratio (TM:Li=1:1.08). Then the mixture was sintered at 920  oC for 10

hours with 10 oC/min ramping rate in oxygen atmosphere, followed by nature cooling down. The

sintered products then jet pulverized and finally re-calcinated at 600 oC for 5 h at 10 oC/min to get

the BF-NCM cathode.

BR-NCM: The hydroxide precursor and lithium oxide (LiOH·H2O) was mixed at 1:1.08 molar

ratio (TM:Li=1:1.08).  With the weight ratio of Cr at 50 ppm (0.005%) (for example, 73.1mg

Cr2O3 added in  1kg NCM precursor  during calcination),  the  Cr2O3 was  added as  the source

materials as a surface dopant to enhance the surface stability. These mixtures were then sintered

at 850oC for 10 hours using 10 oC/min ramping rate in oxygen atmosphere. The sintered products

were then the post annealing at 600 oC (10 oC/min ramping) for 5 hours in oxygen atmosphere

was carried out before collecting end products of BR-NCM.

N-NCM  cathode  with  increased  domain  boundaries  were  prepared  similarly  by  a  high-

temperature calcination method. The Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2(OH)2 precursor was mixed with LiOH·H2O

at a mole ratio of Li: transition metal = 1.08:1. Then, the calcination process was carried out in a

tube furnace with pure oxygen atmosphere at 920 oC for 20 h with a heating rate of 5 oC/min and

cooling rate of 2 oC/min.

Morphology characterization. The morphologies of the samples were characterized by scanning



electron  microscopy  (SEM,  JSM-7100F,  JEOL)  and  transmission  electron  microscopy  (FEI

F200X and JEOL 2100F).  To investigate  the  inner  structure  of  the  cathode  particles,  cross-

sectional samples were prepared with a focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy dual-

beam system (Zeiss Nvision 40).

High-resolution  X-ray diffraction  (XRD). The high-resolution  XRD data for  the pristine and

charged  cathode  materials  were  obtained  with  12-detector  synchrotron  X-ray  diffraction  at

Beamline  11BM (=0.412836 Å)  of  the  Advanced  Photon  Source  (APS),  Argonne  National

Laboratory. The data acquisition parameter was 0.001 degree per step with 0.1 s. 

High-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD). For the in-situ heating and cooling, the charged cathode

was collected in a glovebox with dimethyl carbonate rinsing and vacuum drying from a pouch cell

that  had  been charged to  4.2  V.  In-situ  HEXRD during  charge/discharge  cycling and in-situ

HEXRD during heating/cooling of the 4.2 V (vs. graphite) charged cathode were obtained at

Beamline 11 ID-C of the APS with a wavelength of 0.1173 Å. A Linkam TS1500 stage furnace

was used to heat the cathode powder at 2 oC/min to 210 oC and then to cool at the same rate to

30oC. The in-situ HEXRD was conducted in half-cells with BF-NCM or BR-NCM cathodes and

lithium metal anode. Charge/discharge was conducted with a constant rate of C/10 between 3.0 V

and 4.7 V. The PerkinElmer amorphous silicon 2D detector was used to collect the diffraction

patterns, then patterns were calibrated by a standard CeO2 sample and finally converted to 1D

patterns using GSAS II software. Rietveld analysis with the GSAS II program was used to refine

the high-energy diffraction patterns and to thereby monitor the in-situ lattice parameter evolution.

Differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS). DEMS experiments were conducted in

a custom-made system. A slurry consisting of 80 wt. % active materials, 10 wt. % PVDF binder,



and 10 wt. % conductive carbon, was coated on a 16-mm diameter carbon paper and then dried

(loading  mass  of  active  material  was  around  10  mg/cm2).  A  2025-coin  cell  with  hole  was

assembled  with  a  lithium  metal  anode  and  Celgard  2400  separator.  The  coin  cell  was

charging/discharging at 2.7-4.8 V and a current density of 45.6 mA/g. Pre-dehydrated helium

(99.999%) was  used  as  the  carrier  at  a  flow rate  of  8  mL/min.  The gas  species  during  the

charge/discharge were passed through a cold trap (mixture of dry ice and ethanol at -78.5 °C and

1 atm) to condense the electrolyte vapor before it enters the mass spectrometer (modified 5975C

mass-selective detector, Agilent).

In-situ  HEXRD  during  heating  with  mass  spectrometry  (MS). A  home-made  time-resolved

HEXRD  system  was  utilized  in  Beamline  17-BM  at  the  APS  to  characterize  the  phase

transformation  during  heating,  with  X-ray wavelength  of  0.24125 Å.  The 4.2-V charged (vs.

graphite) cathode powder was collected from a pouch cell or coin cell and loaded into a quartz

capillary  tube  with  controllable  heating  equipment.  Ultra-high purity  argon  was  used  as  the

carrier gas, and a RGA residual gas analyser (PrismaPlus, QMG 220) was utilized to measure the

gas evolution. The heating rate was 10 oC/min from room temperature to 600 oC, and the HEXRD

data rate was about  1 min/image with a  2D detector.  The HEXRD data were converted and

analysed with GASA II software. 

Electrochemical test. The active material was mixed with acetylene black and PVDF (92:04:04 in

weight ratio) in  N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone to prepare the cathode laminates.  Then the slurry was

casted onto Al foil and dried in a vacuum oven at 75 oC overnight. The loading of active material

in the electrode was controlled at ~ 4 mg/cm2. 2032-type coin cells were used to evaluate the

electrochemical performance with a lithium metal as anode, a Celgard-2025 as separator, and 1M



LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate and ethyl methyl carbonate (3:7 by volume) as electrolyte without

additives. Cell assembly was performed in a glove box filled with argon, where the moisture and

oxygen content were controlled below 1 ppm. A MACCOR battery testing system was utilized for

the cycling performance measurement, and the cells were charging and discharging within 3.0-4.7

V (BF-NCM and BR-NCM) or 2.7-4.7 V (C-NCM and N-NCM) by applying a constant rate of

C/3 at room temperature.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). To reveal the local structure evolution of cycled or heated

cathodes, XAS characterization was characterized at Beamline 20-BM of the APS. A Linkam

THMS600 stage furnace was used to heat the charged cathode from 30 oC to 300 oC at a rate of 2

oC/min. The Ni K-edge data were continuously collected during the heating.  Extended X-ray

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data were extracted and normalized with established methods

using the ATHENA software package, and the EXAFS data in the region of 1.2-3.5 Å were fitted

in the r-space to the theoretical EXAFS calculation with the ARTEMIS software package. 

Synchrotron  Laue  diffraction  microscopy. Synchrotron  Laue  diffraction  measurements  were

conducted at Beamline 34-ID-E of the APS. The BF-NCM, N-NCM and C-NCM samples were

uniformly dispersed on a silicon nitride membrane window. A polychromatic or monochromatic

X-ray microbeam (7-30 keV) was focused by using two Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors to a size of 250

nm,  where  the  Laue diffraction  patterns  were  recorded on a  PerkinElmer  area  detector.  The

crystal orientation map was required in the polychromatic mode with an accuracy of 0.01°, while

the absolute lattice parameters and local elastic lattice strains inside individual domains were

quantitatively measured in the monochromatic energy-scanning mode with an accuracy of 1x10-4.

Scanning step size of 250 nm was used for all the mappings.



O  K-edge  resonant  inelastic  X-ray  scattering  (RXIS)  characterization. The  O  K-edge  RIXS

characterization was performed at Beamline BL8.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory51. To avoid any air exposure, all electrode samples were handled

carefully in a high purity argon glove box and then transferred to the beamline station via an

airtight transfer mini-chamber. The measured sample was mounted 45° to the incident beam, and

the  emitted  photon  was  collected  at  90°  to  the  incident  photon  with  the  emission  energy

resolution of 0.25 eV on the O K-edge through the spectrograph52.  All  energies in the RIXS

results were calibrated by measuring TiO2 reference samples to adjust the first main peak of O-K

XAS at 531 eV, and all RIXS data were processed in a six-step procedure and normalized to the

incident beam flux, with technical details explained elsewhere53. Key samples, such as the fully

charged cathode with different cycles, were measured on multiple freshly prepared samples. The

electrode materials were collected by disassembling coin cells in the glovebox right after charging

at the target voltage with constant current mode of C/10 and constant voltage charge for 10 hours.

The samples in the discharge state were collected right after discharge to the target voltage at

C/10 with no constant voltage mode.   

X-ray ptychography. X-ray ptychography was performed on the Velociprobe54 located at Beamline

2-ID-D of the APS. An 8.33-keV monochromatic X-ray beam was focused by a Fresnel zone

plate with an outermost zone width of 50 nm. The sample was placed 500 μm downstream of the

focusing position of the zone plate, with an illumination size of about 1.2 μm. Both BF- and BR-

NCM particles were placed on Si3N4 windows with a membrane thickness of 200 nm. As the

sample  was  raster-fly  scanned,  a  Dectris  Eiger  500K  hybrid  pixel  array  detector  (2.335  m

downstream of the sample) collected forward coherent diffraction patterns at a continuous frame



rate of 100 Hz. For ptycho-tomography data collection of the BF-NCM particles, the sample was

rotated by 1° angular increment, covering an angular range from -63° to 77°; for the BR-NCM

particles, the sample was rotated by 0.5° increment for an angular range from -60° to 64°. 2D

ptychography projections were reconstructed with a real-space pixel size of 9 nm by a GPU-based

code55. The obtained 2D projections were aligned by cross correlation to a common rotation axis,

and tomography reconstructions were carried out by a simultaneous iterative technique using the

ASTRA toolbox through its interface provided in Tomopy56.

Pouch cell fabrication and Accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC) testing. Pouch cells (1-Ah level)

were fabricated with either a BR-NCM or BF-NCM cathode and artificial graphite anode with

the same configuration. The cathode consists of 94 wt.% BF-NCM or BR-NCM cathode, 2 wt.%

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), and 4 wt.% conductive carbon. The anode consists of 96 wt.%

artificial graphite, 2 wt.% carbon black, and 2 wt.% sodium carbon methylcellulose and styrene

butadiene rubber binder. The electrolyte is 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate, propylene carbonate,

and diethyl carbonate in 1:1:1 volume ratio. The negative-to-positive electrode ratio for the pouch

cell is around 1.1.

For thermal runaway characterization, ARC tests were conducted using an EV+ ARC (Thermal

Hazard Technology) system with the pouch cells. For each ARC test, two identical fully charged

pouch cells were combined with a thermocouple in between. The starting temperature was 40 oC

with a heating step of 5 oC. The ARC was conducted in a typical heat-wait-seek mode, with the

detected self-heating rate at 0.02 oC/min and a waiting time of 40 min. Before the test, the ARC

system was  calibrated  to  adiabatic  between  40 oC to  300 oC with  an  Al  brick  as  a  battery

substitute. A drift experiment was conducted after calibration to confirm the system reliability. 



Density functional theory (DFT) calculations.  We performed DFT calculations on the tilt and

twin domain boundary structures. We used the “ingrained” package57. we developed to obtain the

domain boundary structure. Ingrained is an automated python package that uses the information

regarding the  orientation  of  the  top  and bottom grains  constituting  the  domain  boundary  to

provide an initial domain boundary structure. The input parameters for “ingrained” include the

composition (Li3MnCoNiO6), hkl-upward [010], hkl-projected [001], tilt angle of the top domain

(-71o), and bottom domain (38o) perpendicular to the hkl-projected axis that corresponds to the

alignment of respective domains. The simulated HAADF-STEM image (Supplementary Fig. 30)

of the computed boundary matches well  with the previously reported experimental HAADF-

STEM image of layered cathodes33. The twin boundary structure was simulated according to the

previous work by He et al.58 The software imports the bulk structure from the Materials Project

database59,60 and creates a domain boundary structure by aligning the slabs of the top and bottom

domains. We reduced the domain boundary structure to ~15 Å thickness to be computationally

efficient. We performed structure relaxation of the fully lithiated domain boundary structure in

order to optimize the cell shape along with atomic positions. To create the delithiated structure,

we  remove  lithium  atoms  from  the  optimized  structure  to  maintain  required  concentration

(~12.5% Li) comparable to the BF-NCM and BR-NCM samples and perform a Monte Carlo

search with only electrostatic forces using the GULP software61. 

We found a low energy configuration of the remaining 6 (or 5) Li atoms within the tilt (or twin)

boundary structure and relax this low lithium DB structure by fixing the cell shape, and only

relax atoms near the plane of the DB. This ensures that the structure remains intact – the angle

between the two grains and the simulated TEM image are comparable to the experimental TEM



image. DFT calculations are performed on both the fully lithiated and partially delithiated tilt and

twin  domain  boundary  structures,  and corresponding bulk  supercells  to  compare  the  oxygen

vacancy formation energies in different local environments. We performed DFT calculations to

determine free energies for oxygen vacancy formation by removing an oxygen atom from all the

24 and 12 different sites near the interface region of the relaxed tilt boundary and twin boundary

structures respectively and from the 2x2x2 supercells of both the corresponding bulk structure.

We used the plane wave DFT code VASP62,63 with PBE PAW atom potentials64,65 for lithium and

transition metals, and the soft potential for oxygen. We chose a plane wave energy cut-off of

353.6 eV, and an automatic k-point mesh with 30 k-points per Å-1. We used Gaussian smearing

with a width of 0.05 eV. We perform Bader analysis to observe the net charge on different oxygen

sites in the fully lithiated and partially delithiated structures of both the tilt and twin boundary

structures.66

The chemical potential of oxygen µO at room temperature was obtained from the enthalpy of

formation  (DH)  of  solid-state  lithium oxide  (Li2O),  in  a  modification  of  the  procedure  first

introduced in the literature67 to correct for the PBE error in oxygen molecule energy.  

∆ HLi 2 O (s)
❑

=E Li2 O (s )−2 ELi (s)−μO Equation (1)

where  ELi2O(s)  and  ELi(s)  are  the  total  energies  of  solid  state  Li2O  and  Li  metal  from  DFT

calculations. The oxygen vacancy formation free energy is then obtained from:

∆ GO
vac

=Edb−O−Edb+μO−T ∆ S Equation (2)

where  Edb and  Edb-O are  the  energies  of  the  relaxed  domain  boundary  structure  and the  DB

structure with an oxygen vacancy, respectively; and TDS is the entropic contribution at 300 K,

taken as approximately the entropy of gaseous O2
68.
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Fig. 1. Structure characterization of pristine cathodes. (A) HAADF-STEM image and (B) the
corresponding  elemental  mapping  of  BF-NCM particle.  (C)  High-resolution  HAADF-STEM
image  of  BF-NCM  particle.  (D) 4D-STEM  nanobeam  diffraction  pattern  of  A.  Crystal
orientation map of (E,  F) BF-NCM, (G) C-NCM and (H) N-NCM measured by synchrotron
Laue diffraction microscopy. 
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Fig. 2. Electrochemical performance of the investigated cathodes. (A) Cycling performance
and (B) discharge mean voltage of NCM cathodes with different domain boundaries at C/3 with a
charge cut-off voltage of 4.7 V. The corresponding voltage profiles of (C) BF-NCM, (D) N-NCM,
(E) C-NCM and (F) BR-NCM.
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Fig. 3. O K-edge mRIXS characterization during cycling. The O K-edge mRXIS map of BF-
NCM cathode at (A) pristine, (B) 1st 4.8V-charged state and (C) different charge/discharge states.
(D)  The  O  K-edge  mRXIS  map  of  C-NCM  cathode  at  different  charge/discharge  states.
Integrated RIXS intensity in the characteristic energy range of OR for (E) BF-NCM and (F) C-
NCM cathode  extracted  by  integrating  the  intensity  with  the  characteristic  excitation-energy
range from 530.6 to 531.8 eV. Inset in (E, F) show the comparison on the charge state of different
cycles.
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Fig. 4. In-situ synchrotron X-ray characterizations of cathodes.  In-situ HEXRD of (A) BF-
NCM and (B) BR-NCM cathodes during charge/discharge within 3.0-4.7 V at C/10. Zoom-in
HEXRD patterns of (C) BF-NCM and (D) BR-NCM cathodes in the voltage region of 4.3-4.7 V.
Contour images of in-situ HEXRD and oxygen evolution for charged (E) BR-NCM, (F) BF-NCM
and (G) C-NCM cathodes during heating.  (H) In-situ HEXRD of charged BF-NCM and BR-
NCM cathodes during heating from 30 oC to 210 oC and then cooling back to 30 oC.



Fig.  5.  Correlation between boundary structures and oxygen redox.  (A, B)  Schematic  of
oxygen redox activity of layered cathodes with respect to boundary structures.  Simulated atomic
structures of (C) fully lithiated Li3MnCoNiO6 and (D) partially lithiated Li0.375NiCoMnO6 with tilt
boundary structure and the corresponding oxygen vacancy formation energy and net charge (E)
of  oxygen  sites  along  b-lattice  vector.  Simulated  atomic  structures  of  (F)  fully  lithiated
Li3MnCoNiO6  and (G) partially lithiated Li0.357NiCoMnO6 with twin boundary structure and the
corresponding oxygen vacancy formation energy and net charge (H) of oxygen sites along  b-
lattice vector.  Larger balls with green, blue, purple, and grey colour represent Li, Co, Mn and Ni
atoms, respectively, while oxygen atoms at DBs were labelled by small balls with colour of red,
orange, green, cyan, brown and magenta., oxygen atoms at the bulk are marked by white balls.
The colour of oxygen atoms at different sites in E and H are consistent with those in C, D, F and
G. 
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